Kerberos is a network authentication protocol & is designed to provide strong authentication for client/server applications by using secret-key cryptography. Our research was aimed at enhancing the security of transactions over a network. In this paper, we used Kerberos Encryption Technique for authentication and transaction security in the network. Further, we created an Authentication Server that used to derive a 64 bit key from user's password. This password was of arbitrary length. The generated key then was used by authentication server, to encrypt ticket granting ticket + session key. The key generated by authentication server was then used by the client at the time of transaction through the transaction server to validate an authentic transaction. However, there was an issue of crossvalidation of the ticket by the transaction server for which we included a database and encryption of all the text sent by any client to the transaction server.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of computer the need for automated tools for protecting files and other information stored on the computer became evident [15] . One thing to keep in mind is that network security costs money: It costs money to hire, train, and retain personnel; to buy hardware and software to secure an organization's networks; and to pay for the increased overhead and degraded network and system performance that result from firewalls, filters, and intrusion detection systems (IDSs). As a result, network security is not cheap.
The three legs of the "security trinity," prevention, detection, and response, comprise the basis for network security. The security trinity should be the foundation for all security policies and measures that an organization develops and deploys.
Figure 1-The security trinity Prevention
The foundation of the security trinity is prevention. To provide some level of security, it is necessary to implement measures to prevent the exploitation of vulnerabilities.
Detection
Once preventative measures are implemented, procedures need to be put in place to detect potential problems or security breaches; in the event preventative measures fail. It is very important that problems be detected immediately. The sooner a problem is detected the easier it is to correct and cleanup.
Response
Organizations need to develop a plan that identifies the appropriate response to a security breach. The plan should be in writing and should identify who is responsible for what actions and the varying responses and levels of escalation
KERBEROS
Kerberos is a network authentication protocol. It is designed to provide strong authentication for client/server applications by using secret-key cryptography.
The Internet is an insecure place. Many of the protocols used in the Internet do not provide any security. Tools to "sniff" passwords off of the network are in common use by malicious hackers. Thus, applications which send an unencrypted password over the network are extremely vulnerable. Worse yet, other client/server applications rely on the client program to be "honest" about the identity of the user who is using it. Other applications rely on the client to restrict its activities to those which it is allowed to do, with no other enforcement by the server.
Basic Concepts
The Kerberos protocol relies heavily on an authentication technique involving shared secrets. The basic concept is quite simple: If a secret is known by only two people, then either person can verify the identity of the other by confirming that the other person knows the secret.
For example, let's suppose that Alice often sends messages to Bob and that Bob needs to be sure that a message from Alice really has come from Alice before he acts on its information. They decide to solve their problem by selecting a password, and Carol, who has a network analyzer and a hobby of scanning traffic in hope that one day she might spot a password. So it is out of the question for Alice to prove that she knows the secret simply by saying it. To keep the password secret, she must show that she knows it without revealing it.
The Kerberos protocol solves this problem with secret key cryptography. Rather than sharing a password, communication partners share a cryptographic key, and they use knowledge of this key to verify one another's identity. For the technique to work, the shared key must be symmetric-a single key must be capable of both encryption and decryption. One party proves knowledge of the key by encrypting a piece of information, the other by decrypting it. 
LITERATURE REVIEW

Dr. S. Santhosh Baboo, K. Gokulraj (2010), Authentication is one of the essential security features in network communication.
Authentication process ascertains the legitimacy of the communicating partners in communication. The authors introduced a new authentication scheme based on dynamicity which is relatively a different approach to ensure and enhance the smart card based remote authentication and security. This method discusses about the authentication for smart card based network systems. This method introduces a dynamic authentication scheme which includes number of factors, among them the password, password index, and date of modification are important factors which decides the dynamicity.
K. Aruna et. al (2010),
The aim of this paper is to establish a collaborative trust enhanced security model for distributed system in which a node either local or remote is trustworthy. They have also proposed a solution with trust policies as authorization semantics. Kerberos, a network authentication protocol is also used to ensure the security aspect when a client requests for certain services. In the proposed solution, they have also considered the issue of performance bottlenecks. 
Proposed Research Work
In this research work, we propose to extend our previous research work [1] to fill the gap left in that research work. Our previous work was based on Kerberos which is a network authentication protocol & is designed to provide strong authentication for client/server applications by using secret-key cryptography. We used Kerberos Encryption Technique for authentication and transaction security in Local Area Network. Further, we created an Authentication Server that used to derive a 64 bit key from user's password. This password was of arbitrary length. The generated key then was used by authentication server, to encrypt ticket granting ticket + session key. The key generated by authentication server was then used by the client at the time of transaction through the transaction server to validate an authentic transaction.
With this research, we were able to enhance the security of transactions marginally. However, there was an issue of crossvalidation of the ticket by the transaction server which was not addressed in our previous work. Therefore, we carried out the same research further by providing solution for the problem by including database and encryption of all the text sent by any client to the transaction server.
The scope of present research would be increased on following lines:
Take separate databases for Data server, client and authentication server so that databases of exist in their respective sites only. Encrypt the whole message + ticket instead of ticket only so that it is sent to the server using either public key encryption or private key encryption. 
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Figure 2-Model of the system
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To implement this project we have used Java and NetBeans 5.5 because we found Java as most suitable language to do the network programming. We have used concept of socket programming to implement client, authentication server and transaction server with the use of JDBC. In which the interface will be designed for client side only. To maintain the databases at all sites, I shall use mysql 5.2.27.
IMPLEMENTATION
In the previous work we have already created three modulesClient site, authentication server and data server. Here is a brief description about that.
In the Client module we have given the facility of logon to its own terminal by using user name and password. These user and passwords and predefined and assigned to every client on the network. Every client have unique user name with two passwords, one password is used to logon to the client terminal and another is called as transaction password which he will submit to the authentication server.
After the successful login client will submit its details with transaction password to the authentications server. Details include -username, transaction password and name of the data server. Again entered transaction password will checked into the client database then finally sent to the authentication server. Figure 3 Authentication server is central authority that knows the passwords of all clients and stores these in a centralized database. In addition, the AS shares a unique secret key with each server. These keys have been distributed physically or in some other secure manner. For examplethe user logs on to a workstation and requests access to server V: the client module C in the user's workstation requests the user's password and then sends a message to AS that includes the user's ID, server's ID and user's password. The AS checks its database to see if the user has supplied the proper password for this user ID and whether this user is permitted access to server V. If both tests are passed, the AS accepts the user as authentic and creates a Ticket. This ticket is then send back to Client. For the encryption we have used DES algorithm. After receiving ticket from the authentication server the client will send message + ticket to the data server.
In Data server module after receiving ticket from authentication server the client can now apply to Server for service. Client sends a message to server containing its ID and ticket. Server decrypts the ticket and match it with ticket stored in the database. If these two match, the server considers the user authenticated and requested service. In the present research work we have extended the previous work by introducing following things -
Taken separate databases
In the previous work we had taken the centralized database approach for maintaining the details of client on to the authentication server. However, we found that this approach was not suitable when we work in distributed environment, especially when there was more than one client that wanted to access more than one data server. Therefore we changed the centralized database implementation into distributed. We created database for Client, Authentication server and Data server separately. Now, whenever any client will take the ticket from the authentication server it will send the details of client including ticket to the data server. The data server will store the information into the database and will keep the copy with it also. After receiving ticket from the authentication server, the client will send the message with ticket to the server. First, the server will validate the details of client with database & if details are correct as sent by the authentication server then client will be authenticated by the Data server and communication will be proceed.
Encrypted the whole message + ticket instead of ticket only
Whenever client wants to send any message to the data server it will send ticket with that. In the previous work we had sent message as plain text. Now to provide more security and authentication we have done encryption of the message with ticket using RSA algorithm. It is a Public key cryptography algorithm in which every user has two keys, one public key and one private key. The client will encrypt the text with the help of public key of the Server and the Server will decrypt the message by using its private key.
CONCLUSION
Security is always an important issue whenever a transaction is carried in network. We usually need to share the data with authorised client only. For ensuring authentication of the clients there are several protocols available and Kerberos is one of them.
In this research paper we have made an attempt to enhance the security issue by using the concept of Kerberos. We have implemented the highly authenticated transaction scheme in which Authentication server creates a ticket which is further encrypted using the secret key shared by the server and authentication Server. This ticket is then sent back to client. Since the ticket is encrypted, it cannot be altered by client or by an opponent. Further we have encrypted the whole message of client with ticket before sending it to the server. For this we have used RSA algorithm. Also, we have implemented database on the authentication server and data server so that whenever client sends message with ticket for communication to the data server, it can be validated by the data server from its database. 
